Astro-Vision GemFinder Report
Name
Sex
Date of Birth
Time of Birth (Hr.Min.Sec)
Time Zone (Hrs.Mins)
Time Correction
Place of Birth
Longitude (Deg.Mins)
Latitude (Deg.Mins)

: RAVI KUMAR
: Male
: 11 January, 1983 Tuesday
: 05:30:00 PM
: 05:30 East of Greenwich
: Standard Time
: Kollam
: 76.36 East
: 8.53 North

Ayanamsa
Dasa System
Star
Star Pada (Quarter)
Star Lord
Birth Rasi
Rasi Lord
Lagna (Ascendant)
Lagna Lord
Thidhi (Lunar Day)
Karanam
Nithya Yoga
Sunrise (Hrs.Mins)
Sunset (Hrs.Mins)
Astrological Day of Birth
Local Mean Time (LMT)

: Chitra Paksha
: Vimshottari, Years = 365.25 Days
: Thriketta
:4
: Budha
: Vrischika
: Kuja
: Mithuna
: Budha
: Thrayodasi, Krishnapaksha
: Vanija
: Vriddhi
: 06:42 AM
: 06:20 PM
: Tuesday
: Standard Time - 24 Min.

Based on Indian Predictive Astrology
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Gem Recommendation
Gems are wonderful creations of nature. Crystals have many special properties and find applications in
scientific areas including electronics. Crystal oscillators, diodes, piezo-electric crystals etc. are
examples. Gem stones are found in natural form in many shapes and colours. They differ in physical and

chemical properties from one another. The stones are cut and polished to give the required beauty and
shine.
From ancient times scholars have associated gems with planets, based on the colour and the effect that is
produced by wearing the same. Not only the Indians but Chinese and Egyptians believed in the mystical
and therapeutic qualities of gem stones.
The science of gems and astrology is now brought closer to the common man as a result of the research
work done by Astro-Vision.

Dasa balance at birth = Budha 2 Years, 10 Months, 3 Days

Summary Information on Vimshottari Dasa Periods
Age at which dasa changes
Dasa

Start Age

Ketu
Shukra
Surya
Chandra
Kuja
Rahu
Guru
Sani

2 Years,
9 Years,
29 Years,
35 Years,
45 Years,
52 Years,
70 Years,
86 Years,

10 Months,
10 Months,
10 Months,
10 Months,
10 Months,
10 Months,
10 Months,
10 Months,

3 Days
3 Days
3 Days
4 Days
3 Days
4 Days
3 Days
3 Days

Shadbala Table
Moo

Sun

Total Shadbala
453.41
410.29
Total Shadbala in Rupas
7.56
6.84
Minimum Requirement
6.00
5.00
Shadbala Ratio
1.26
1.37
Relative Rank
4
2
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370.97

408.27

307.42

543.73

7.08

6.18

6.80

5.12

9.06

7.00

5.50

5.00

6.50

5.00

1.01

1.12

1.36

0.79

1.81
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Analysis
The strength of planets in the horoscope is judged by the shadbala.
One planet is weak with shadbala ratio less than 1.
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The weakest planet is Guru
Benefic Lordships :
Lagna lord is Budha
Lagna is afflicted
Rasi lord is Kuja
Fifth lord is Shukra
Fifth house is afflicted
Ninth lord is Sani
Ninth house is afflicted
Malefic Lordships :
Sixth lord is Kuja
Eighth lord is Sani
Gem selection is made after a careful analysis of the lorships of houses and strength of planets.
'Anukul-graha' (favourable planet) selection system is applied to find the most beneficial gem for the
horoscope.
Gem Prescription
1.Planet
: Budha
Gem
: Emerald
Weight in carats : 3

Set the stone in a gold ring
Wear on right hand small finger
Start wearing from a Wednesday, 15 minutes after sunrise
Rich green in colour, Emerald is a silicate of berylium and aluminium with a hardness of 7.5 to 8.
Occurs in Australia, Brazil, Columbia, Norway and Urals. It is precious stone ruled by Mercury. It
releases cold green rays. Semi precious stones Jade and Peridot can be used by you as substitute for
Emerald on considerations of cost.

Precautions

Having got the right recommendation of Gem it will be proven useful only if you strictly follow the
precautions mentioned here.
Quality of Gem and its fixing
Purchase good quality Gems from dependable sources only. It is important to set the gems in the right
metal prescribed. Do not go by the cost or appearance. Gems should be set by an expert in such a way
that the rays of the Sun can pass through the gem and reach your body. (The bottom of the gem should
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not be covered by metal). The gems should not be exposed to heat or scratched by sharp objects. It is
better to remove the gems while bathing.
Personal preparation to begin
The day you start wearing the Gem for the first time should be given due significance. Your mental
preparation and cleanliness is of great importance. For this purpose you are free to follow the rituals
according to your faith and practice.
Select a suitable date keeping in view the DAY suggested for each Gem and your personal convenience.
Make a note of the time of SUNRISE at the place where you stay. This information is usually available
in the calender. Get up early in the morning. Complete your morning routines and bath. Wear clean
clothes. Pray (or meditate) for few minutes to purify your mind. Plan your activities in such a way that
you will be able to wear the gem exactly at the recommended TIME (Gems are better worn for the first
time in the presence of elders or persons you respect.)
Warning / Caution
Please note that the gems now recommended for you do not remain the most suitable for you through out
your life. It may have to be reviewed depending on the changes in your personal life and dasa periods.
More over the importance and priorities you attach to the problems may also shift from time to time.
Therefore it would be advisable for you to recheck your gem prescription when required.
It is believed that the astrological remedial power of a gemstone will diminish when a person wears it for
a long period. Approximate periods for the gems are as follows. Pearl- 2 years, Ruby - 4 years, Emerald 3 years, Diamond- 7 years, Red coral- 3 years, Yellow Sapphire - 4 years, Blue Sapphire - 5 years,
Hessonite - 3 years and Cat's Eye - 5 years. It is suggested that a new ring is made with a new stone after
this period for best results.

Please note that your next dasa change is on 15-11-2018
Best Wishes,
Astro-Vision Futuretech Pvt Ltd
Door No.31/2165-A3, Ist Floor, White Tower, Kuthappadi Road, Thammanam P.O., Cochin - 32.

GemFinder Ver. 11.0ENG160208
DISCLAIMER:

.

Although broadly based on Indian Predictive Astrology, we request you to consider this report as an independent work of Astro-Vision Futuretech Pvt.
Ltd.ASTRO-VISION astrological calculations are based on scientific equations and not on any specific published almanac. Therefore, comparisons
between the calculations made by ASTRO-VISION and those published in almanacs are absolutely unwarranted.Astro-Vision Futuretech Pvt. Ltd. shall
not entertain any dispute on differences arising out of such comparisons. Astro-Vision Futuretech Pvt. Ltd. cannot be held responsible for the decisions
that may be taken by anyone based on this report.While we ensure that each report is prepared meticulously and with utmost care, we do not rule out
the possibility of any unexpected errors. In case of any errors our liability is limited to the replacement of the report with a rectified one. The software
versions and the predictive text in the reports are subject to continuous modifications, including addition of new chapters. This is necessitated by the
nature of the content and our constantly evolving research findings. We have adopted ''Chitrapaksha ayanamsa'' for all our calculations as it is the most
popular and widely used ayanamsa system in India. The astrological calculations and predictions may differ in case a different ayanamsa is used. There
are minor variations in the systems and practices followed by different regions of India and we have accommodated some of these variations in the
regional language versions. As a result, the reports generated in different languages may not be exact translations. Also, all the language versions are
not updated simultaneously.
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